
 

 

Challenge 
Name: 

Develop a Sales and Revenue Forecast Solution using 
Analytics 

 Service 
Unit: Big Data and Analytics 

 
Background of the challenge: 
 

Sales departments across industries have long realized the importance of data-driven approaches to sales. 
Many firms use Customer Relationship Management systems (CRMs) to aggregate, filter and analyse its 
interactions with leads. Integrate the CRM data in addition of other internal and external data sources. 
Capture consumer behaviour based on historical data; such sales data might include prior purchase 
history, customer acquisition costs, advertising/marketing messages received by the consumer, and other 
similarly relevant data. The Analytics models can then be used to predict, within a particular degree of 
certainty, the probability of the purchase behaviour changing or remaining the same. This can be 
performed in real-time or near-real-time, allowing sales managers and sales personnel to continuously 
revise and adjust their selling strategies to achieve sales targets. 
 
Which major business vertical does this challenge impact/pertain to? 
 

This challenge pertains to almost all the industry verticals like IT, Retail, Manufacturing, Finance, Banking, 
etc. 
 
Potential business which could be opened if the challenge is solved: 
 

Almost all customers feel the need of a solution that can forecast Sales and Revenue. 
 
Nearest solution or player with development in this space? 
 

Product companies do not have any readily available solution. There are some niche players who are in 
process of developing predictive models to solve this challenge.  
 
https://smartsellingtools.com/predictive-sales-analytics-the-new-normal/  
http://www.capterra.com/sales-forecasting-
software/spotlight/85093/IBM%20Planning%20Analytics/IBM 
http://www.capterra.com/sales-forecasting-software/spotlight/146180/SalesChoice/SalesChoice 
 
Why this challenge is critical for HCL:  
 

In the absence of a readily available solution from a big product or services company, HCL can get an upper 
hand by offering a product to predict sales and revenue. 
 
Expected solution’s guidelines 
 

Step 1: Share the document containing the solution idea and approach for review. 
 
Step 2: Share the working prototype of the solution. Open source tools or the tools available with CoE can 
be used.  
 
Ideas/Solutions will be shortlisted after the completion of Step 2. 
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